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About us? 

Degree in administration and business management, 

ICEX-CECO (Executive Directorate of Training of ICEX 

Spain Export and Investments), "The internationalization 

of the company". 

More than 9 years of experience as a project manager in 

the International area, has contributed to 

internationalization of companies and has worked as an 

import and export operator in Spain, Germany and 

Croatia. Has been managing multiple markets, 

conducting business analysis for brands Spanish and 

German, traded, traveled and sold in 22 countries, 

including European and  Asian markets.  

IRENE MATA 

Managing director 

Consultants and specialized 

collaborators 

 
-Czech Republic and Rumania 

-Russia, and Shanghai  

-Maghreb and West Africa 

-United Kingdom 

-French and Benelux 

-Caribbean and Central America 

-South cone of America 

irene@dynamicbrands.eu 

+385 98 931 3725 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/irene-calvo-mata-854786169/


Dynamic Brands locations  

Dynamic Brands Office 

Spain  

Dynamic Brands headquarters 

Balkans area and German-speaking countries 

Cordoba 

SPAIN 

Zadar  

CROATIA 

Dynamic Brands-TuComex 

alliance (working on…) 

Guadalajara 

SPAIN 



Mission, vision and values 

Mission 

Support and promotion of internationalization of 

companies, while providing personalized 

services and solutions that meet their specific 

needs in the international arena and add value 

to their projects. 

Values 

At Dynamic Brands we firmly believe in the 

performance of high quality work and the 

achievement of effective results compatible 

with the following values: 

 

• Commitment with the client: your goals are 

ours and we work with passion to achieve 

them. 

• Collaboration: we promote collective talent 

• Change: we proactively face challenges 

• Diversity: our character is as inclusive as 

our projects 

Vision 

To make Dynamic Brands a recognized 

company in Spain and Croatia for having 

collaborated with companies national and 

foreign in their growth in international 

setting and because of the specialization in 

German-speaking markets,  Balkans and 

Spain. 



Our team 

Commitment to the client: we are a service organization and as such, 

achieving the maximum satisfaction of our clients is our highest priority. 

Specialization in International Trade: our team brings together the training and 

skills necessary for complete advice in the area of international trade. 

Customer support: for the customer's convenience, we have extensive 

language training and maintain regular contact with users. We adapt our services 

to the needs of your company. 

Commercial experience: we differentiate ourselves from other 

internationalization support services in that it’s nature is not only administrative, 

but our experience as commercialists allows us to offer you support in your 

negotiation, accompanying you at your destination. 

The company's work team is your most precious resource, giving rise with their knowledge, skills and experience, to the core business of the company. 

This high specialization and experience in support services for foreign trade, precisely originates the competitive advantage of Dynamic Brands. We adapt 

our services to the needs of your business and even if necessary we go with you at the destination. 

Strengths 

Core Business 

 



Portfolio of services 
Identification of business partners 

Preparation of a filtered and verified list of 

potential partners, including a brief description of 

each company, the services it provides and 

contact information. 

Support services at destination 

This section includes multiple services: 

checking the point of sale, transfers of 

workspaces, presentation of documents 

to local entities, etc. 

Accompaniment of professionals 

This service includes the commercial assistance 

during interviews with clients or other parties 

involved in the process, as well as the interpretation 

of the idiom. 

Personalized market study 

Provides all the information necessary to market 

in the selected area and is a essential support 

tool to successfully assess the real possibilities 

of offer the products or company services. 

Internationalization Plan 

This service generates a complete export 

plan, which identifies how and where your 

company can start its international activity. 

Product adaptation studies or services  

Consist of adapting the product or service to the 

different needs of local customers and the 

conditions of each market to meet their 

expectations and minimize the risk of introducing 

the product in a new market. Individual business agenda 

This service offers to the enterprise a 

series of individual interviews with 

potential partners, clients or local entities.  

Competitor analysis 

Evaluation of the strengths and 

weaknesses of current and potential 

competitors to identify opportunities and 

threats to your business. 



Achievements reached 

during the first quarter 

 



SPICES 

-MEDICAL SERVICES 

-MEAT PRODUCTS 

-SPORT FOOD 

-HEALTHY FOOD 
Projects 

Dynamic Brands is hired 

by one of the more 

influential companies of 

Croatia to carry out a 

prospective study on the 

forms of associationism 

existing in the fishing and 

aquifer sector in Spain 

Croatia 

It is possible to successfully 

introduce the product of a Spanish 

company in this market,  with it’s 

high level of protectionism, highly 

demanding users and a 

commitment  to sustainable values 

Switzerland 

We deepened our knowledge of 

the legal functioning of the market 

for medical services. The foreign 

establishment of the company in 

the country is achieved through 

an alliance with an Austrian 

company 

Austria 

We are in the process of formalizing 

an agreement with an Colombian 

Coffee Producers Association to 

supply BIO coffee to different Central 

European countries. 

 

We are currently presenting offers in 

Spain and Croatia to producers in the 

fruit and vegetable sector who have 

an EU organic certification. 

Spain- German-speaking countries 

01 

03 

01 

02 

Projects 

Project 

-FISHERIES AND 

AQUACULTURE 

-COFFEE 

-HORTOFRUIT PRODUCTS 

 

 

Projects 

Projects 

"A small team that 

achieves great 

successes" 



Alliances and 

Collaborations 

INTELMARKET 

We collaborate with this Prague-based consultancy, extending our areas of influence 
to the Czech Republic, Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria.  

TUCOMEX 

Dynamic Brands is the official is the official office of Tucomex in Croatia, with sphere 
of influence in Eastern Europe and German-speaking countries. www.tucomex.es 

 

At Dynamic Brands, we are open to collaborate 

with you. If you are a company specialised in 

foreign trade, contact us to study possible 

synergies of cooperation. 



 Context and trends in foreign trade 

 



Dynamic Brands collects 

some current news every 

quarter in its areas of 

influence 

  

Increased awareness 

of health, regionality 

and sustainability has 

fueled the appetite for 

organic products during 

the coronavirus crisis. 

The organic sector has 

received another boost 

in thepandemic, 

registering a year-on-

year growth of over 8%. 

Switzerland is the most stable 

trading partner of the EU  

Being a small country with minimal 

deposits and land to cultivate, 

Switzerland is highly dependent on 

international trade, so the import of 

agricultural products and raw 

materials is essential for the 

country's industrial production. 

News first 

quarter 

2021 

Slovenian exports to member countries of the 

European Union grew in 2020 13.8% and 

exports to third countries 12.6%.  

BIO consumption 

becomes the engine of 

retail in Germany 

Córdoba, the only 

Andalusian province that 

increases exports in 

January 2021 



Thanks 
Your Dynamic Brands team 


